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Regulation 1

Statutory Document No. 2015/0123

c
Customs and Excise Management Act 1986

EXCISE GOODS (AIRCRAFT AND SHIP’S STORES)
REGULATIONS 2015
Laid before Tynwald:
Coming into Operation:

21 April 2015
1 April 2015

The Treasury makes the following Regulations under sections 61A1, 94 and 143A of the
Customs and Excise Management Act 1986.

1

Title
These Regulations are the Excise Goods (Aircraft and Ship’s Stores) Regulations
2015.

2

Commencement and effect

3

(1)

These Regulations come into operation on 1 April 2015.

(2)

These Regulations have effect in relation to excise goods —
(a)

supplied to be shipped as stores on or after 1 April 2015;

(b)

shipped as stores on or after 1 April 2015; or

(c)

carried as stores on or after 1 April 2015, where they were shipped
on or after that date.

Interpretation
In these Regulations —
“authorised person” means a person who has been authorised by the Treasury
in accordance with regulation 7 to ship or carry excise goods as stores
without payment of duty or on drawback;

1

Section 61A was inserted by SD 2014/0364.
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“biofuel” means biodiesel, bioethanol2 or fuel substitute;
“duty” means a duty of excise;
“excise goods” means goods, other than hydrocarbon oil3 and biofuel, of a class
or description subject to any duty whether or not those goods are in fact
chargeable with that duty and whether or not that duty has been paid;
“fuel substitute” means a liquid that is charged with duty by section 6A of the
Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 19864;
“published notice” refers to a notice published by the Treasury and not
withdrawn by a further notice.

4

Duty free stores
Excise goods may be shipped or carried for use on a ship or aircraft as stores
without payment of duty or on drawback in such circumstances as the Treasury
may specify in a published notice.

5

Authorisation to ship or carry duty free stores
In such circumstances as the Treasury may specify in a published notice,
authorisation must be obtained from it before any excise goods are shipped or
carried as stores without payment of duty or on drawback.

6

Authorisation to be obtained by master or operator
The authorisation must be obtained by the master of the ship or the operator of
the aircraft on which the excise goods are to be shipped or carried.

7

Duration of authorisation
The authorisation may authorise the shipment or carriage of excise goods as
stores —
(a)

2

3

4

on a single voyage or flight of a description specified in the
authorisation; or

“Biodiesel” and “bioethanol” have the meaning given in sections 2AA and 2AB of the
Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1986, as inserted by SD 521/02 and SD 566/04 respectively.
Section 184(3) of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1986 provides that any
expression used in any instrument made under the Act which is given a meaning in any
other Act included in the Customs and Excise Acts 1986 has, except where the context
otherwise requires, the same meaning in any such instrument as in that Act. “The Customs
and Excise Acts 1986” is defined in section 184(1) of the Customs and Excise Management
Act 1986 and includes the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1986.
“Hydrocarbon oil” has the meaning given in section 1(2) of the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act
1986.
Section 6A was inserted by SD 391/93 and has been amended by SD 542/00, SD 521/02, SD
570/03 and SD 566/04.
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(b)

8

9

Regulation 8

for such a period as the Treasury may specify in the authorisation.

Application for authorisation
(1)

An application for authorisation must be made on a form prescribed by
the Treasury in a published notice (“prescribed form”).

(2)

The person making the application must provide in it accurate
information about every matter that the prescribed form requires.

(3)

The person making the application must declare on the prescribed form
that the information provided in it is true and complete.

(4)

An application for authorisation must be made no later than the time
specified in regulation 9.

Applications for authorisation: time limits
The time referred to in regulation 8(4) is —

10

(a)

in the case of an application for authorisation mentioned in
regulation 7(a), 24 hours before the voyage or flight commences;
or

(b)

in the case of an application for an authorisation mentioned in
regulation 7(b), 24 hours before the time at which the period in
relation to which the application is made commences.

Withdrawal of authorisations
The Treasury may withdraw an authorisation given under these regulations
where the authorised person fails to comply with —

11

(a)

any provision made by or under the regulations; or

(b)

any condition or restriction imposed under the regulations.

Conditions and restrictions
The supply, shipping or carriage of excise goods as stores without payment of
duty or on drawback is subject to any conditions and restrictions which the
Treasury may specify in a published notice.

12

Goods consumed in a port or on a flight in the Island and United
Kingdom – payment of duty
(1)

c

Where excise goods shipped or carried as stores without payment of
duty or on drawback are —
(a)

consumed on board an aircraft on a journey of a description
specified by the Treasury in a published notice; or

(b)

consumed on board a ship in a port in the Island in circumstances
specified by the Treasury in a published notice,
SD 2015/0123
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duty must be paid on the goods consumed in accordance with regulation
13.

13

(2)

The Treasury may specify in a published notice circumstances when
goods are to be treated as consumed on a journey or in port.

(3)

The rate of duty shall be the rate in force at the time the goods are
consumed or treated as consumed.

Return of goods consumed or treated as consumed

14

(1)

The authorised person must make a return to the Treasury for each
month in which excise goods are consumed or treated as consumed.

(2)

The return must be made no later than the 15th day of the month next
following.

(3)

Where the 15th day would fall on a day that is not a business day, the
return must be made no later than the last business day before that 15 th
day.

(4)

The return must be made in a form that is prescribed by the Treasury in a
published notice (“prescribed return form”).

(5)

The authorised person must make the return by securing that it is
delivered either to the address prescribed by the Treasury in a published
notice or to any other address that it may direct or allow.

(6)

The authorised person must declare in the return the duty due for the
relevant month.

(7)

The authorised person must provide in the return accurate information
about every matter that the prescribed return form requires.

(8)

The authorised person must declare on the prescribed return form that
the information provided in it is true and complete.

(9)

The authorised person must pay to the Treasury the amount of duty due
for the relevant month no later than the due date for the return for that
month.

(10)

The authorised person must make that payment by securing that it is
delivered to the address or bank account prescribed for this purpose by
the Treasury in a published notice or to any other address or bank
account that it may direct or allow.

(11)

In this regulation “business day” means any day other than a Saturday,
Sunday, Christmas Day, Good Friday or a day which is a bank holiday.

Amendments to the Excise Warehousing (Etc.) Regulations 1988
(1)

5

The Excise Warehousing (Etc.) Regulations 19885 are amended as follows.

SD 172/88; a relevant amending instrument was SD 198/10.
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(2)

In regulation 15
responsibilities) —

(removal

from

Regulation 15

warehouse

–

occupiers

(a)

at the end of paragraph (e) omit “and”;

(b)

at the end of paragraph (f) for the full stop substitute «; and»;
and

(c)

after paragraph (f) insert —
«(g) in any case where, in accordance with regulations made
under section 61A of the Customs and Excise Management
Act 1986, authorisation is required to ship goods as stores
without payment of duty, a copy of the authorisation is
obtained before the goods are removed.».

(3)

In regulation 16 (removal from warehouse – entry), after paragraph (5)
insert —
«(6) In any case where, in accordance with regulations made under
section 61A of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1986,
authorisation is required to ship goods as stores without payment
of duty, goods entered for shipment as stores may be removed
from warehouse without payment of duty only if a copy of the
authorisation has been given to the occupier.».

(4)

In Schedule 2 (records to be kept by the occupier), after paragraph (j)
insert —
«(jj) a copy of any authorisation which is required, in
accordance with regulations made under section 61A of the
Customs and Excise Management Act 1986, to ship goods
as stores without payment of duty;».

15

Amendments to the Excise Goods (Sales on Board Ships and Aircraft)
Regulations 2000
(1)

The Excise Goods (Sales on Board Ships and Aircraft) Regulations 20006
are amended as follows.

(2)

In regulation 6 (merchandise for sale by retail on ships and aircraft) —
(a)

in paragraph (1) for “(2) and (3)” substitute «(2) to (4)»;

(b)

after paragraph (3) insert —

«(4) Paragraph (1) does not restrict the right of any person to ship or
import excise goods as merchandise for sale by retail in, or sell
excise goods on board, any ship or aircraft making a voyage or
flight in relation to which, in accordance with regulations made
under section 61A of the Act, authorisation has been given to ship
or carry the goods without payment of duty or on drawback.».

6

SD 216/00; which has been amended by SD 199/10.
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In regulation 18 (excise duty points – merchandise) —
(a)

at the beginning of paragraph (1) for “If” substitute «Subject to
paragraph (4A) if»;

(b)

in paragraph (2), for “(5) to (9)” substitute «(4A) to (9)»;

(c)

after paragraph (4) insert —

«(4A) Paragraphs (1) and (2) do not apply so as to prescribe an excise
duty point for merchandise that is shipped or imported by a
person who, in accordance with regulations made under section
61A of the Act, is authorised to ship or carry excise goods for use
on a ship or aircraft without payment of duty or on drawback.».
(4)

In regulation 19 (excise duty points – stores) —
(a)

at the end of paragraph (4)(a) omit “or”;

(b)

at the end of paragraph (4)(b)(ii) for the full stop substitute «,
or»; and

(c)

after paragraph (4)(b) insert —
«(c) if those stores are or have been shipped or carried without
payment of duty or on drawback in accordance with
regulations made under section 61A of the Act.».

16

Amendments to the Excise Goods (Holding, Movement and Duty
Point) Regulations 2010
(1)

The Excise Goods (Holding, Movement and Duty Point) Regulations
20107 are amended as follows.

(2)

In regulation 7 (goods released for consumption in the Island – excise
duty point), in paragraph (2)(a) before “delivered” insert «lawfully».

MADE 11TH MARCH 2015

W E Teare
Minister for the Treasury

7

SD 198/10, relevant amending instrument was SD 864/11.
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Explanatory Note

EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This note is not part of the Regulations)
These Regulations provide that excise goods may be shipped or carried on a ship or
aircraft for use as stores without payment of excise duty in such circumstances as the
Treasury may specify in a public notice and subject to such conditions and restrictions
as it may so specify.
They provide that, in such circumstances as the Treasury may specify, authorisation
must be obtained before shipping or carrying such goods, that such an authorisation
may be withdrawn for failing to comply with any provision made by or under the
Regulations or any condition or restriction imposed under the regulations.
They provide that duty must be paid on excise goods consumed on an aircraft on a
journey of a description specified by the Treasury or on board a ship in a port in the
Island in circumstances specified by the Treasury and also set out the procedure for
making payment.
The Regulations also amend the Excise Warehousing (Etc.) Regulations 1988 (SD
172/88) to provide that where an authorisation to ship excise goods without payment
of duty is required, any such goods in relation to which an entry for removal from
warehouse for shipment as stores is made can only be removed without payment of
duty if a copy of the authorisation has been given to the occupier of the warehouse. An
obligation is placed on the occupier of the warehouse to obtain a copy of the
authorisation before goods are removed without payment of duty and to retain that
copy for three years. An amendment is also made to the Excise Goods (Holding,
Movement and Duty Point) Regulations 2010 (SD 198/10) to ensure that an excise duty
point will occur if goods for shipment as stores are unlawfully removed from a
warehouse.
The Excise Goods (Sales on Board Ships and Aircraft) Regulations 2000 (SD 216/00) are
also amended to provide that the restriction in regulation 6 of those Regulations on the
sale of merchandise on board a ship or aircraft does not apply to any ship or aircraft
making a voyage or flight in relation to which, in accordance with these Regulations,
authorisation has been given to ship or carry excise goods without payment of duty or
on drawback. The excise duty points in regulations 18 and 19 of those Regulations are
also disapplied where such an authorisation has been given.
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